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PREFACE 

In every ~ountry there are spots _held sacred owing to 
the(cassociation_, with: great persol;la!ities ,reveri:d by the 
natiq_n and,every effort is made to preserve· and chex!fl!., ~h~ 

. memories of the great nationaL heroes, PO!!tS and great men, 
l_n_ a couptry like India, with .:i:continilou; stream of ·history 
and culture running ·:for thousands of years, there shoulc( 
ipdeed be hundreds of places connected with its historical 
past. Unfortunately, however, the exact location of places

_connected with the great empire-build~rs and makers of 
_, .. dia from century to century is not always available; owing 
to the great distance oftime 'that separateS an Ashoka or a 
Vikramaditya · from the modern world~ The position as 
tegards the Maratha cb!lntry and Shivaji;tlie founder of the' 
Maratha State is, hi>wever, quite ·unique in the whole of' 
Indian history. Here are: a' people, who still proudly keep
alive the vivid memory bf thei~ successful attempts in found-· 
ihg their own state and have been able i:6 piece together' 
every important contemporary detail of the story.· They have' 
reconstructed their histOry by the most modern methods. 
The Maratha people's pride in their past achievements, and· 
particularly in the illustrious foundet of their ·state and his 
wonderful performance, is unbounded. It is thus natural' 
that the three-hundredth Anniversary of the glorious. 
ccasion, when first steps were taken-by the youthful Shivaji; 

-should have been the occasion of special celebrations, in 
course of which brochures should have been brought outo 
describing the historic region, which was the scene of' 
Shivaji's early exploits. Almost the· entire area is by a· 
fortunate coincidence included within the modern state of 
~hor, founded by one of his cabinet ministers. It is. 
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8 PREFACE 

consequently, inevitable that the topography of the historical 
beginnings of the Maratha State should take the form of 
a gazetteer of the Bhor State •. 

To the visitor from abroad, who makes his way 
upcountry from Bombay through the· beautiful and well. 
wooded Western Ghats, the country around Poona, with its 
bare hills and arid landscape, will strike as tame and hardly 
make any special appeal. But if he is able to ,;isualise the 
past, with the aid of guides such as the present one, he wilf 
no doubt be f2sclnated beyond measure at the sight of a 
region where every hill and dale, fort and pass, is eloquent 
with the stirring happenings of a glorious past. 

Mr. Kale has been a really faithful guide to the plac;e~ 
described in the following pages, bringing out the historical 
role and geographical position of the forts that played such
a vital part in Maratha history, very clearly before the mind's 
eye. He has done more and has ·explained the why and ·the 
wherefore of the historic happenings and the geographical 
surroundings. He has also given a glimpse of the more 
~.ncient past, when under the inspiration of the teachings of. 
the Master of Peace, the hills and dales of the Deccan 
bristled with cultural activities, and the rich merchants en. 
do wed stu pas and monasteries for the sojourn of Buddhist. 
monks. The entire picture is completed by a few snaps of 
the beauty-spots and amenities around the capital of the. 
Bhor State, which are sure to appeal to the modern visitor, 
Taken on the whole, Mr Kale's pocket guide-book is bounr' 
to add immensely to the pleasures of a visit to the unusuall7 . 

interesting area, which may be regarded as the very heart of 
the Maratha country, having supplied the lifeblood to the 
illustrious founder of the Maratha State and his associates. . 

This guide owes its appearance to the generous dona-· 
tions to the 'Hindavl Swarajya Smarak Mandal' by the present 
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Rajasaheb of Bhor, Raja Shrimant Sir Raghunathrao Shan
karrao Pandit Pant Sachiv, K.C.I.E. The entire expenditure 
of the tercentenary celebrations, the inspiring memorial 
erected on the Cheladi site and the two guide-books pre· 
pared for the occasion, has been defrayed out of the Bhor 
grant. The Rajasaheb has also been pleased to order that 
all the principal memorials and historic spots described in 
this guide be preserved in proper order, and means of access 
to them be provided and kept In good condition. The 
Rajasaheb has indeed shown the way to what should be done 
by enlightened Indian rulers conscious of their historic past 
and proud of their cultural achievements, which shall ever 
Temain among the most cherished possessions of a people 
truggling to resume their place among the comity of 

nations. 

1st January 1946. 

K. N. DIKSHIT, 

Chairman, 

Hindavi Swarajya Smarak Manda!. 
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ADDIDONS & CORRECTIONS 

Page Line 

p. 12 2 

Place Correction 

from bottom-delete ' prophetic ,· and read 
'prophesying' fur 'asser_~ing'. 

p, 47 2, 3 from top -read the year 1645 after the 
date. 

p. 66 

p. 68 

p. 69 

7, 8 from top ·-read 'Jhenda' for 'Zenda'. 

p. 69 

p. 70 

2 

3 

9 

7 

P• 71 2 

p. 76 11 

fr:om bottom-read 'ce;lOtaph' for 'tomb'. 

from bottom-before''from' add' 'or Daru. 
mandap =wooden pavilion'; 

-read 'Lord of the forest' for 
:'Jungle; god;'. · · ' 

tro~ top 

from top -read 'A busy' for 'An active'.. 

from bottom-before 'not' add 'legend has 
it that this was the place In 
Dandakaranya, where Jatayu 
met his death In the struggle 
with Ravana'; 

-from bottom-read ·• Pavami-maval ' for 
'PounmavaL'- · -

Note :-:Panels" on the Swarajya-stai:nbha piinted on pp. 
12-13 are only symbolic drawings; tne 'pii:ttires on pp. 45, 
51 and 53 are i!Dagiriari coml;:iositio~s, dra:iVri iii conformity . 
with certain details· gleaned fr<?rri contel)'iporary ·references·. 
and the Shivaoharata. · · 



SEE IT FOR YOURSELF . 

Pear Visitor, 

you ~ee before you. the tercentenary memorial erected 
to commemorate the initiation or rather· the· birth of the 
idea of 'Swaraj' in the blessed land you:see around you; It 
~·1s Shivaji the Great who first thought of it. It.· was he 

·who cherished it through thick and thin. ·And ·it 'was 
. he who realised it in his own coronation as the first 
Chhiitrapati' (Sovereign) in Maharashtra after a considerable 
lapse of time. 

. It. is pot p~ssible to assign an exact date to ~he ):>irth of 
·the jdea of Swarai,. or· to the birth 'of any idea, for the 
matter· of that·; nor is it possible to point to. any particular 
incident o~ incid~nts. which s~fthe limits e!ther way. · But 

. one can breathe it in the aif, as' the contemporaries must 
·have done at the' time, and almost feel the subtle influences 
. at work. Students bear . ~e.stimony to them and. scholars 
. have dealt with them at some length. I~ is neither practic
able nor necessary h~re to cover the.ground over ~gain. 

, . The. idea of suitably celebrating the tercentenary of tqe 
~aratha Swaraj was· mooted in August, 'J944 .. A. r~pre.. 
: sentative committee· of distinguished personages like Rae.. 
· Bahadur K. N. Dikshit, retired DirectorcOenera:'I of ArchaeO.. 
·logy, and Mr. N. C. Kelk~r requested Shrimant Rajasaheb 
: of"Bnor to help the Comtnittee in ·this noble cause and 
'I am glad to say that the Raja Saheb readily· responded. A 
donation to the tune of Rs. 15,000 was sanctioned with a 

H.C.S.2 17 



18 HER!! CAM!! SWARAJ 

view to enable the Committee to carry out the programme. 
It was two-fold, one ·-item being holding a meeting and 
providing meals, mainly to the descendants of Shivaji's 
Mavlas, that would assemble on that day. and. the other, 
raising a permanent memorial to commemorate the 
occasion and to publish, in Marathi and in English, Guides 
to Shivaji's forts and other connected places. 

The first __ item is already carried out as those celebr\}
tions were successfully held at the end of May 1945, ·at 

· Nasarapur. The Foundation Stone o£ the memorial was 
then laid _at the hands of Shrimimt- Raja Saheb of Bhor, 

:in whose territory lie the memorable forts- like Torna arid 
, Rajgad,: and places like Rayareshwar, mentioned· in r1Va 

guide. The f11nction was ·largely attended and enjoyed oy 
the descendants· of Shivaji's Mavla ·compatriots, who live 

_under the benign rule of _the enlightened Chief •. 

_ The site selected for this memorial is admirably suited 
-inas~uch :is it lies at the_crossroads. The road leading to 
· Rajgad and To·rna branches off at this point, which_ com~s 
·so close to the projected national highway. This memoril!l 
will 'Soon be opened and will be the cherished possession 

·of the Bhor State, 'the Founder of which, Shri Shankara]i 
Narayan, dedicated his whole life to the cause of the 

-Maratha Empire .in its critical period during the regime of 
-Raja ram Maharaj, the ·second son of Shivaji the Great. 

_, 

-The invading Mugh~l. armies -had captured -important 
forts commanding the Deccan territory after the demise ~l 
Shivaji; but Shankaraji"Narayan after a strenuous fi.gqt 
recaptured the lost forts and -territory. Territory thus 

·retaken was given in jahagir to him by ~ajaram Maharaj, 
. who also conferred on him the distinguished office of Pant 
Sachiv, one of the important ministerial portfolios in the 
then MarathaCabinet. -
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This is only a modest attempt. War conditions neces
sarily impose great restrictions. And these severely limit 

. both the extent and the scope of what, in ordinary times, 
would have been a detailed guide and a concise history· of 
the 'Birth.phice of Swaraj'. As matters sta~d to-day; I have 
to be content with mereiy interesting you in only some of 
the places connected with the early career of Shivaji-the 
period of inception par excellence. If . you find your in
terest roused and if you feel like undertaking a pilgrimage 

. to the various places, my purpose is served. • 

You have to makeup your mind before'·you think of 
such a 'venture. It is not going to be a pleasure trip. Most 
of. the distance, at least the major part of it, you have 
'to go on foot. Sight·seeing in this hallowed land is not 
quick mileage or first class hotels. 'It is not a material 
thing, but a spiritual and idealistic experience.' 

Perhaps you decide to undertake this pilgrimage. Then 
I know that you belong to that fraternity which prefers 
internal to external enjoyment. People select places for 
their scenic beauty; you will be visiting them mainly for 
their historical associa.tions. 

Ever yoJrs, 

D. V. KALE. 



I. YOUR WAY HERE 

Bombay is the Gateway of India. Poona is the centre 
of!Maharashtra. So is Bhor the hub of Swaraj, the sovereign 
Maratha state, founded by Shivaji. 

In Poona you get a glimpse of the hero's boy-hood. 
Poona formed part of his father's jahagir. Since his twelfth 
year he. was comrr.issioned by his father, who was then j.n 
the Karnatak, to ~tay in Maharashtra, evidently as his 
representative. He lived in Poona 1 1649-1655) in a palace, 
'Laf-:M a hal: not far from the centre of Poona. From 
Poona you pn have ~ distant view of the famous Sinhagad. 

Sinhagad, Kalyan Darawaja, 

And from Poona you can have a g~imp3e of Prachandgad. 

~·· Just pause for a rroment as \OU cross the Lakdi bridge. 
Look to the south-west and :ycur (yes rest upon the flat· 
topped:Sinha-gad or the lior-:-fort (18 miles), well known for 

20 



YOUR WAY HERE' 2i' 

its memorial to the immortal Tanaji Malusate. Close by you' 

Sinl,a~~:ad, Tanaji Memorial, 

see another eminence in the background. That is Torna 
or Prachandgad. Rajgad, the companion fort, which is 
only 3 miles from Torna and in the same range, is obscured 
by Sinhagad and cannot be seen from Poona. Hikers can 
even now find their way directly from Poona to these forts 
'over hill and dale. But the commonest way Is to take the 
Satara Road and follow a rather circuitous way. 

Motoring for about twelve miles from Poona, you 
make a petty halt at Khed.Shivapur. You see on both the 
sides rows of mango tree~, the· celebrated mango grove 
pl~nted by Dadoji, Shiv;tji's tutor. The.- Shivapur inang~:; 
b_ears a good name: in· ~oona market. 
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Shivapur was named· after Shivaji. The old name wa~: 
Khede Bare. D~doji Kondadev caused a suitable wada or 
house to be built for his young ward and his mother ]ijabai, 
who stayed there off and on between 1636 and 1641. 
Sinhagad is very close, almost an hour's walk or a few 
minutes' ride; . Khede Bare was an ideal ·place for the 
instruction of a political aspirant. 

Eight miles more and you come to Cheladi, an un· 
pretentious village, from which branches the road that takes 
you towards Rajgad and Torna. 

Cheladi need no lon!!er remain only the humble pointer 

Chcladi, Original Site. 

to the heart of Shivaji's early exploits. It is the proud site 
of the Swarajya-Stambha (Swarajya-Pil1ar), erected in 
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hon(lllf of the initial Stl· ps taken by the founder of Hindavi 
,)'n·araJya. The site is wcl l.cl10sen. The memorial has 
a co mmanding t.:osit ion on an arteria l road, which is re
gar..ird as a nati ona l highwa y. At the foot of a low hillock, 
it sta nds on the grassy s lopes, and can be descried from a 
long Ji st;mce o n the Poona Bangalore Road. The hill 
t op affo rds a view of the su rrounding forts and region 
reminiscent of the then budding spirit of independence 
and valour. 

T he memorial is situated in a stretch o f territory be
lo nging to the Bhor State, which is one of the strong links 
with the past of Maharashtra. It is a standing witness to 
.. ., judicious munificence of the present enlightened ruler, 
Kaja Shri mant Sir Raghunathrao Shanka rrao Pandit Pant 
Sach iva, K. C. I. E. What ca n be more befitting than the 
erection of sue ;, a memo rial by the occupant of the gadi of 
an important minister of the grea t Shiva!i? 

Facsimile of Shivaji 's seal, enlarged 2· 25 times the actual size . 



. II. STANDING WITNESS-. 

Hats off to the very first memorial of its kind in the . 

Shrimant Rajasaheb oF Bhor. laying the Foundation S tone of the 
Memorial. 27th May 1945. 

whole of India ! Stand reverently before it. Admire its 
unassuming yet dignified simplicity and say if it is not if( 
keeping with the rugged severity of the rocky mountains 
that has imparted its tone to the spirit of the Maratha 
people. Study the inscriptions and the panels on the four 
faces of the eighteen.feet pillar, get to the top of the ad~ 
joining hill and breathe in the invigorating breeze wafted 
from the immortal scenes of the juvenile exploits of Shivaji. 
They are all within ten to fifteen ·mftes froryl where you stand. 

24 



STANDif\:G WITNESS 25 

Now set-your compass and spread your pocket map. 
Within a few degrees cf the north-west lies Sinhagad, 
towering above the hill range, you have just crossed in 
the Katraj ghat. Almost due west you can see two wings 
of Torna and the hump of Rajgad, if you walk but a few 
yards to the north. Sinhagad is obstructed from view by 
hills; but Torna and Rajgad can be sern through chance 
gaps. East-north-east, you can easily recognise the dominat
ing height of Purandar, now easily motorable upto the 
fort wall. 

Were it possible to overcome the limit to our eyerange 
and see through the surrounding cordon of . hill ranges, we 

·COuld see fort Rohida to the south, and the extensive 
plateau of lv/urha Rayareshwar about south-south·west. 
Almost to the south-east on the bank of the river Neera 
and ()n the junction of the Bangalore road with the 
Mahad-Pandharpur road, lie~ the ancient town of Sh~rawal. 

Mahableshwar and Pratapgad lie still further behind 
Rohida and Rayareshwar. Tunga (the lofty) and Tikona 

Fort Tunga, From a Distance, 
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<the triangular), two other mountain fastnesses fame::l in 
Maratha History would come. behind Sinhagad. Raygad, 
Shiva;i's latter-day capital, would be due west of Rajgad. 

These are important names. Do they mean not~ing 
to you l 

They are names to conjure with. They have played an 
important and an unforgettable part. Let me take· you 
to some of them and tell you how they feature in the proud 
:annals of the land. 



111. THE· ROYAL FORT 

Rajgad, The Pali or Westem Gate, 

You are already about 22 miles from Poona. About 
13 miles more by the Nasrapur-Yelhe metalled road, and 
you come to a point where you can no more use any vehicle. 
Trekking for about 5 miles via Vajeghar and Pimpri you 
enter Rajgad by the Pali or Wt!Stern gate. There are two 
more gates-the Gunjan gate and Alu gate. Tl)e Pali gate 
takes you to Padmavati or the northern machi,* the Gunjan 
~ate takes you via the village as also the rivulet Gunjavani. 
to the Suvela or south-eastern machi, and the Alu gate to 
the Sanjivani or the south-western machi. 

The fort has·a striking shape, being almost like a three
bladed propeJler or fan. The bale·killa§ occupies the boss 

* ~T:ql (from Sanskrit +[~=a bedstead) means a plateau or level 

ground occurring at the foot or between the foot and summit of a mountain. 
(Molesworth). 

§ Cfl~'f.~T (Persian) is the highest portion of the works of a hillfort; 

the upper fort. (Molesworth) • . 

1.7 



28 HERE CAME SWARAJ 

and rises 4574 feet above sea level. And the three machis are 
the three hill arms extendin~ from the centre for about 4, 7 
and 7 furlongs respectively. The stronghold seems to have 
existed long before Shivaji. But most probably it was a bare 

Rajgad. Padmavati Tank on the Padmavati Machi. 

peak and could hardly have afforded accommodation for a 
score of huts. · -The three hill arms, moreover, provided an 
easy approach and its position could not be considered 
impregnable; It was ShivaJ who fortified these machis ·and 
rendered Rajgad invincible. With the peculiar formation 
of the hills and the isolated position of the new fortifications, 
the resulting structure carrie to be regarded as four indepen'
dent forts and are so referred to in the available lists of. 
forts, and what is more, were entrusted to four different .. 
officials. 

The construction of the fort extended naturally over a 
long period and went on probably intermittently between 
the years 1656 and 1663. This gives us some meas:Jre of the 
time and expenditure that .could be bestowed upon indivi. 
dual fortifications in Shivaji's days. Wheil we .remember: 
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.that during his active career of over 30 years, Shivaji must 
have built or strengthened no less than fO such ·hillforts, we 
can at once form an idea of the extent to which the resources 
of the budding Maratha State were spent pn this vital factor. 
the ~actor on y.rhi<;h it depended f9r !!~ very existence •. 

Rajgad could very well be regarded a typical instance of 
a hillfort. Being guarded on every side by hillranges, and 
with an ample living space on its plateaux and a copious 
water-supply, it was a stronghold after Shivaji's heart. He 
strongly fortified it, named it Rajgad i.e the Royal Fort, and 
made it his exclusive capital for a dozen years (1658-1670), 
until security reasons drove him to adopt the inaccessible 
ftayagad as his capital, where he got himself crowned in all 
~ormality. Even when the expansion of the state rendered 
it necessary to undertake new strongholds· in all directions, 
and it was imperative on him to move about from fort to 
fort, Rajgad, the scene of his earlier exploits continued to 
have a hold on his mind, and he seems to have found time 
to spend a few days occasionally on this first hill capital. 

Fajgad; Location of Shivaji's seat in the Sadar. 
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Rajgad is naturally associated with a· number of happen
ings in Shivaji's eventful life. Afzalkhan's head is said t<> 
:have been deposited in a frame~work in a r,iche in the 
,,entrance to the bale-kil/a. It is significant of Maratha 

Rajgad, Bale-Killa. 

chivalry that the head of the Bijapur general was . treated 
with every mark of respect and even worshipped : and offer
ings of food were made to it in the Hindu orthodox manner. 
Shivaji's family, including his mother Jijabai were at Rajgad 
at the critical moment, when Shivaji took leave of them and 
proceeded to Pratap~ad to meet Afzalkhan. It was to Rajgad 
that he repaired after his memorable escape from Panhala in 
1660. It was from the!'e that he started for Poona, to 
execute his daring night assault on Shahistakhan in 1663~ 
Two years later he had devised from R'ljgad, plans how to 
meet and win over the Imperial commander Jaysing. Rajgad 
was the most important of the twelve forts retained by 
Shivaji under the treaty of Purandar. He took leave of his 
mother at Rajgad for going to Agra with his son Sambhaji 
and evidently it was. to Ra;gad, that he retuT,"\ed from thi; 
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thrilling adventure, which almost cost him his life. His son 
Rajaram, who was to play such an important part in the 
critical days of the all-out invasion by Aurangzeb, after the 
gruesome slaughter of Sambhaji, was born at Rajgad in 1670. 
It was no wonder, therefore, that Rajgad was ever upper. 
most in Shivaji's thoughts. 

Rajgad owes its importance to Shivaji and may be said 
to be entirely his own creation. It is rich in early associa. 
tions with the Maratha hero and affords ample scope for 
imagining the bustle and pomp in the days, when it was the 
hub of activity of the youthful Maratha Kingdom. 

Very little now remains of its old buildings. A few 
remnants-such as the old sadar or Shivaji's secretariate, 

, 

· Rejgad, J"h~ Sader; A portion of the Bale.Killa is seen to the left, 

a couple of. houses 6f the old dignitaries of the fort-capital, 
now· providi_ng shelter for the few servants of the Bhor 
State, and two or three simple temples courageously brave 
the inclemencies of the rather severe monsoon . 

.. · Much of :the· enceinte or girdle wall of the multiple 
for_t is int!lct anc;l capable of being studied, in spite of the 
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Hajgad, Full view from the Wes_t, . _ _ 

damage it must have undergone in the course of the ~truggle · 

The Bhagirathi Image, Suvela Machi, Rajgad, 

with Aurangzeb (1689 
to 1704), during ~hich 
time it exchanged 
hands at least four 
times. The Bhagirathi 
temple on the Suvela 
mac hi seems to have 
been desecrated dur
ing ~hese troublous 
times. 

There are some very 
interesting construe~ 

tiona! features in 
'd p . f~ ev1 ence. . ortlons o · 

the outer wall of a 
bastion are protected 
by. subsidiary walls or 
barbicons erected . at 
a· short distance- from 
the- base ~ and . only 
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about 5 feet high.. They afford additional protection . and · 
cover for the defender, besides acting as a retaining wall to · 
the prin~ipal bastion. It is appropriately named as chi/khat 

. or armour. A very . 
interesti~g· for~ of • 
chi/khat or·. protective 

·walling is to be ·seen · 
_: on th~ . irirter' :side. 
. ln'side the 6u'ter wall . 

. there is another: leav
ing a deep recess bet
ween the two, for a 
considerable distance, 
affording moving 
and standing room 
for the defenders. 
Safe in this under. 
ground passage, they 
could charge frpm the 

· lower rows of .loop. 
holes or could walk 
through tunnels in 
the bastions to the 

Rajgad, Suv~la Machi De~p ehilkhat itt outer chilkhats. In: 
the Foreground. . the last resort it 

could afford a hiding place for springing up a surprise on 
an unwary intruder. . . 

Rajgad was included in :the territorY of the Parit-'Sachiv. 
-ever since 1704, when it was reconquere<:f tor the )~sii time.' 
by Shankaraji Narayan, the founder of the Bhor State. · · 

It is but natural that forts constituted the ·centre··of 
administration in Maratha times. · This interesting feature 
is still maintained in the Bhor State;· four out of. its ' five' 
divisions being named after · hill. forts. The" fort was the 
capital. All principal offices were at first located within or 

' ·H. C. S. 3 
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near the fort. · In peaeeful days the protection of the fori:· 
was no longer required, and the offices were removed to 
more accessible places, only petty garrisons being maintained 
on the forts. Their names are still retained for the respective 
subdivisions, as a relic of the old administrative system 
and the importance of the forts In the old order of things. 
The Raja spends a considerable amount annually on the 
celebration of festivals In honour of deities, thus helping to 
keep up. public interest in these lofty memorials of a bygone 
age, and an Occasional visit to some of the forts by the 
enlightened Raja is by no means a rare occurrence. 

Rajgad, A Sketch Map. · 

. It is interesting to observe the position of Rajgad in 
relation to some of the prominent forts and landmarksf: 
The great Sinhagad can be seen roughly to the north; 
historic Purandar is almost due east; beautiful Rohida Is 
to the south-east and the Murha Rayareshwar to the south. 
Lake Whiting caused by the Bhatghar or Lloyd Dam across 
the Velvandi river, can be seen to the south and south
east of the fort. A footpath and waterway across the lake· 
f.s used as a shortcut. to Rajgad by visitors from Bhor. 
Torna or Prachandgad is almost north-west. It is to Torna, 
therefore, that we shall now turn. · 



IV. THE FORMIDABLE STRONGHOLD 

A. silhouette of a motor-lorry with a. bush .on top is 
how Torna strikes 'anyone looking at it from the east or 

Prachandgad, Full view from the West. 

the Poona-Bhor side. Tllere seems nothing extraordinary · 
about it, and this impression persists untll one comes to 
Velhe • . at its very foot. As 'soon, however, as ' you get a . 
nearer view and begin to approach the fort, you realise how 
precipitous is the way leading to the main gate. The fort 
is inaccessible and was rightly christened Prachandgad 
(formidable fort) by Shivaji about 1656, when he is sai& 
to have renamed some of his forts. 

, The fort could not fall except by negotiations and 
Grant Duff mentions that Shivaji "held communication 
with the killadar of Torna (who was then under Bijapur) 
and by means, the particulars of which are not known, 
induced him to give over the place" (Vol. I, p. 110). This 
according to· some, is the very first exploit of Shivaji,- and 
the tangible result of the spirit of rebellion, he had instilled 

35 
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among the youth of the country. Hence the· great 'import
ance att1ched to this hillfort. 

Torna is 'mentioned in old documents. It is mentioned 
asunderg.:,ing rep~irs'when Rajgad was being constructed, 
and was left to Shivaji along with that fort and ten others, 
by the 1665 treaty of P-urandar. This treaty with Aurangzeb 
lasted only for a short time, It could not continue ·after 
August 1669, when Aurangzeb molested Kashi, the age.old 
centre of Hindu devotion and religious pilgrimage ~nd 
demolished the temple of Kashi Vishweshwar. Then begins 
a fresh period of activity on the part of ·Shivaji and a series 
of conquests, winning back, one by one, from the 23 forts 
handed over to the Mughals in 1665. A treasure fund i~ 
built up in the mahals. All round repairs are ordered at all 
the forts. A sum of Rs. 5,000 is allotted to Prachandgad 
and like amounts to other forts. Torna did .feature; to 
some extent in the bitter struggle that- followed--Sambhaji's 
tragic end. The then Pant Sachiv is said to be administering 
the territoty from this fort in 1703. · Since then it fqrms 
piut of his jahagir, charge and possession. It gives its rtame 
to a Taluka,' though the offices are stationed at Velhe. 

' - . ' . -

Visitors. to Torna now approach it by the Poona-Nasra
pur-:Velhe road •. · ,Velhe is ,about 42 .miles from .Poona. 
It is only five-six miles from .Rajgad by a footpath.. Before 
the days of the cart road to Velhe, people from Poona fol
lowed the Sinhagad road upto a point about 2. ffliles . fr~~ 
Khadakvasla, crossed a hill, <;lesce!td_ed into __ the valley~ 
of the Kanand river aJ:]d thus r.ached Velhe, which about: 
188ci A.D. was called Peth. "It took three hours/' says James 
Douglas, ''walking; climbing and scrambling" . up· the hili.* 
''The long (light of almpst p~rpendicular steps for about 
three hundred' feet was worn and much displaced," he 

• .. Book of Bombay ", P• 374. 
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. ·complains.· ;The conditions are very much . better now • 

.. The steps are provided with iron railing. The pathway is 
repaired and cleared; so much so that one can reach the 
fort within less than an hour and a half. 

Let James Douglas describe the fort for you, "Owing 
to the angle of ascent. 
the gateway-as it is 
the case in many forts 
-is quite invisible to 
the eye, until we are 
within a few feet of it 
and in one instance 
the rock juts out sheer 
over our heads... The 
folding spiked doors 
are enclosed by a 
fine piece of arched 
masonry, a veritable 
" strength ·of stone or 
munition of rocks." 

"It is a curious re. 
cess, formed by nature 
between two scarped 
rocks. At some geo. 
logic period, the crest 

Prachandgad, Binidarwaja, A Veritable of Torna had been 
"Strength of Stone ' . rent asunder,. leaving 

t,his cleft, 'the door of Torna' in the rock." 

This is poetical exaggeration. · The cleft is man-made. 
It is the result of a wonderful cooperation between man's 
ingenuity and nature's difficulty. 

Curiously enough Torna. which is so much made of 
by Grant Duff and those who depend on him, is not given . 
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so much:importance either by Marathi or Persian . records. 

Prachandgad, Flight of Stcp5 in the 
Rampart on Rising Ground. 

Persian MSS. do men-
. · tion Rajgad, Lohagad 

and even the petty 
fortaikes like Tunga 
and Tikona. Nowhere, 
however, do they seem 
to mention Torna. 
The trite pun, there
fore, that Shivaji ad
ored the temple of 
Swaraj by the auspi
cious festive garland 
( ~Tlat) of TorrV 
appears quite un
founded. Shivaji him
self does not seem to 
have attached any 
significance to that 
name ; or he would 
not have changed it 
to the matter-of-fact 
"Prachandgad'. 

Torna is by all means well worth a visit. It is a fine 
specimen of a fortified hillock standing guard over the 
unruly elements in the sixteenth and early seventeenth 
century. Many complaints were lodged with the Subhedars 

d f 
... ~ 

an Havaldars ·as to how : turbulent neighbou.rs oun,-
rduge in the fort and escaped condign punishmef1t. 

Though Prachandgad gives its name to a Taluka, there 
is no one to be found who can correctly name the bastions, 
gates and wat~hes. It is thus difficult to identify the few 

· names that occur in 'certain available documents, .' and only 
a general idta can be given here. · 
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The central fort which v·ou enter by the much famed 

Prachandgad, Bale-Killa. 

gate is of course the B;1le Killa. Extending from the 
south-west to the south-east, it provides a walk of nearly a 
mile .and a half from end to end.' Tfie . north-ea~t-~extension 
is the Zunjarmalla machi and· the south-western one is the 
Budhla machi. There are in all 6 shrines, 7 metas (watches 

Prachandgad, Budhla Machi. 
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·on the slopes of the hilt) and one chowki of some im-
. . 

portance. The chowki had rather a romantic name-the 
Shringar chowki i.e. the love-watchhouse. The sentiment 
of love, the experts tell us, is much akin to the sentiment 
of the heroic. Out of the three gates referred to in the old 

Prachandgad. A Sketch Map. 

documents only the Konkan darwaja is definitely pointed · 
out. The rest are a matter for conjecture. It is a thank
less search and it is high time that we begin descending 
the slopes to be in time for the evening meal at V elhe. 



V. ROHIDA, THE BEAUTIFUL 

Rohida is very near Bhor. Five and a half miles' 
pleasant walk in the morning or a ride in the bullock-cart 

Fort R..>hida. The Triple Entrance. 

brings you to Bajar-wadi, via Bhamba-.vdi and Hatnoshi. 
Bajarwadi is just near the foot of the hill. An ascent of a 
·mile and a half finds you negotiating the only gateway to 
the fort. It is a fine specimen of the usual triple variety. 

,Judging distances by the eye, the main entrance lies some-
·where about the middle of the east~rn face of the rampart, 
··.that side of the hill being co:npuatively more accessible 
~han the rest. 
, The fort is sqapd so;newhat like a.n eg~. or: more like a 
glaxo milk-feeding bottle. It is about t w .-> furlongs fro:n 
:Porth to south and less than a furlong fc.->:n W.!st to east 
.and can be traversed in a very short time. It seems to be 
~H l:>~stions with scarcely any co:1si.:lerable le:1gth of curtain 
;Wa.ll joini~g their fla~ks. The bastions, conse::J.uently, a~a 
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almost round, as they requit:e to be heJd together by 
themselves, and at places seem to give way. 

No one knows what the name Rohida means~ nor can 
it be said definitely when the fort came into being. Rohida 
might have been derived from the Sanskrit- word . rohita 
(redl, signifying the red colour of the earth round about. 

Fort Rohida: A General View. 

Shivaji later changed it to Vichitragad. Why he should 
have caUed it vichitra (strange) is more than one can imagine 
and I am inclined to take v"ichitra to mean spotted, painted, 
beautiful, lovely, wonderful, as found in the lexicon. The 
lovely wee fort might well have struck the imagination of 
even a serious statesman. 

Rajgad~ Torna, Sinhagad, Kenjala, Mahabaleshwar, 
Panchgani can all be spotted from Rohida . Purandar, of 
course the hero of the group, dominates the whole of the 
Rohid.khora (valley ) and :the Shirawala.desh ( region). 
Wherever you move the twin-top fort looms large with all 
its majesty and commanding height and the: more::you 
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stud.y the topography of the regiori, you understand · how 
·it controls the old Poona-Pandharpur i.e. the new Poona
Bangalore road. 

Rohida is but an outpost when compared with Sinha~ 
gad and 'Purimd~u·;·and so was'it·treated by, the-invaders of 
the nascent Swarajya of Shivaji. · Shahistakhan in 1660, 
}aysing in 1665, Aurangzeb in 1690 all passed by the same 
road and resorted. to the ·same tactics of reducing minor 
forts like Rohida on their way. . 

Rohida, however, features a good deal in the annals of 
the brave Sachiv family. · Shankaraji Naraya~ the founder 

Fort Rohida. I he Gate 'with the lnscriplions, dated 1656 '.D., 
on either side (one in Marathi and the other in Persian). 

recovered this and the othr forts nearby from the clutches 
of Aurangzeb about 1692. Everyone of these was won 
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·-after great struggle, and bestowed upon the hero· of the 
-epic fight. Rohida. was a fav.oudte resort of· 'the earli~r 
Sachivs. They lived in Nere and Varodi near Rohida, 

. before the capital was removed to Bhor. The well
known Ram-Navami festiv.al, now ·celebrated with ·grea_t 

-pomp and eclat at Bhor, used to be performed on Rohida,. 
:as early as 1720 A. n. Ambawda, the hallow;ed site of . the 
·.shrine pf:the founder is very near Rohid.a,' and it is belie.ved 
that he took the last leave of his beloved kingdom ftom 
~that stronghold.· 

· R6hida recently attained celebrity owing to a mis
conception., As.popular fancy had invested Torna ·with 
the halo of being the very first military conquest of Shivaji 
so had it sanctified this fort as the place where Shivaji anc. · 
his friends took the oath of 'Hindavi Swarajya'. The 
ignorant scribe copied 'Rohideshwar' in the place of 'Raya
reshwar'; and what wpnder that the God Rohideshwar was 
associated with the fort Rohida I But· now that the truth 
is known, we must visit Rayareshwar, on that 'count. 

Rohida (VichitragadJ gives its name to a Taluka. in the 
Bhor State, whose capital now is Shirawal, an important 
ancient place standing at the junction of the Poona-Wai 
and Poona-Bangalore roads. The capital, Bhor, is aiso in 
the same Taluka. To Bhor, then, we must return as' there 
is no other convenient way to Rayareshwar. 



VI. RAYARESHWA R OF THE OATH 

The Sacred Oath before Rayareshwar. 

The whole of the Bhor State, especially the . part above 
the Ghat s, is rich in associations with Shivaji's early life and 
activities. It is par excellence t he region of the mavals and 
' till boasts of the old nomenclature of the umThas and the 
Wkh01:a~ (summits and valleys). Scions of old reputed families, 
like the Kanks, Ma lusares :~ nd Pasalkars, the descendants of 
the ] ed·h~ ~. Band~ l s , Khopdes, the friendly Deshmukhs and 
the helpfnl P;abhu Deshpandes, who stood by Shivaji 
through thick and thin, are to be found every where among 
the peaceful subjects of the State. There is no place that 
has not played a part in t he early career of Shivaji. The 
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whole of the Bhor State proper, as also the adjoining region, 
is thus historically interesting. There would be nothing to 
choose between place and place. Cheladi, in this sense, is 
as deserving a place as any other, of the honour of a memo
rial to the initiation of the Maratha Swarajya.* And yet for 
a conscientious historical investigator Rayareshwar holds 
special attraction as the birthplace of the Maratha Swarajya. 

Shivaji was, of course, the undoubted originator of the. 
brilliant idea. He and a few of his trusted companions met 
in the august presence of the divine inmate of the lonely 
sanctuary which is shrouded in mist for a considerable part 
of the year, and gravely, though in the full faith of the child 
that is the father of the able and the ambitious pioneer, 
pledged their word to each other .. It is not known whel)1 
exactly they met, how many of them or who definitely cam~ 
together, how on earth they brought about the meeting or 
in what exact words they gave expression to · their most 
cherished thoughts. As matters stand, the evidence of such 
an occurrence is very meagre or almost nothing as the fasti, 
dious researcher would say. What little we have is only 
circumstantial and inferential, if we may say so. 

The late Mr. V. K. Rajwade published in 1912 what 
seems to be the purport, put down from memory, of a do~u
ment, which, the writer says, he had in his possession. The · 
document was a communication from an Adiishahi officer 
chastising one Dadaji Naras i.'rabhu for complicity in'
Shivaji's rebellion. About a thousand or twelve hundred 
youths are reported to have flocked to Shivaji's standard. 
Dadaji's complicity was reported by his compatriots to th~ 
Tha<1adar of Shirawal, on hearing of which, Cadaji is said 
to have fled, evidently_ to escape punishment. The officer, 

~ • It has, ho~cver, a spec1al claim to that dis~inction, ·inasmuch as it' 
fOrmed part of the .small subdivision of Shahaji's Jahagir. called Khedebarc, · 
p1lrcclled out by him about 1646 en! committed to Shivaj1.' a charge, to afford . 
b!m t_tainjn~ in practical ad~inistr~ti~n. 
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therefore, exhorts ·Dadaji to return to his ·charge. This · 
letter is dated 1645 May 31. 

Another letter of an earlier date, 1645 April17, is a 
copy of Shivaji's own letter to Dadafi, assuring him of his 
support and asking him to give courage to his father, who 
was naturally anxious about the consequences. It is in this 
document that the most important words from Shivaji 
occur. Shivaji says, "You are not faithless to the Shaha, nor 
are we. Shri Rayareshwar in your khora, yout family deiry, 
selfexistent on the plateau near Sahyadri, has granted success 
t6 us. And it is certain that he is going to crown all our 
ambitions with success by developing Hindavi Swarajya ;in 
!he near future. We have pledged our faith to each other
~ajashri Dadajipant (Dadoji Kondadeva) was there to medi
ate. That pledge is as firm as adamant. It will be observed 
by us and our successors, and will be binding upon us as 
regards: the continuation of your watan and all such matters. 
It is the will. of God that this State should come into 
being, Do inspire this faith into the heart of your father."* 

These are significant words, and if the document be true 
and genuine, there is e~ery reason to· believe that it repre
sents the real state of Shivaji's and his compatriots' minds. 

But there is another evidence, which though rather in- . 
direct is more reliable. Letters of Mahomad Adilshah dated 
August 1644, speak of Shahaji and his attorney Dadoji as · 
virtual rebefs. · The .farmans call for heavy punishment on . 
all the relatives and associates of that renegade Shahaji.t 
1lis sheds light on how exasperating· the relations between 

Shahaji and the Bijapur ruler had become about that time. 
Another piece of evidence is equally or perhaps even . 

more co~clusive. That Shivaji or somebody in the name of 
Shivaji had begun independent rule in the Khedebare and 

• Rajwade, Vol. XV. letters 269. 269. 
t Sir J. Sarkar, Ind. Hist. Quarterly VU. p. 362·4. 
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had assumed powers of dispensing justice, is borne out by a 
genuine khurdakhat of 28th June .1646.*. The . khurdakhaL 
is: issued from the office of Raja Shivaji ;md bears the extra~ 
ordinarily eloquent, sig1;1ificant, poetical and ambitious. seal, 
which has become so famous ever .since Its discovery.;. :"This 
here. shines," announces the .immaculate ·sanskrit· couplet 
on the hexagonal seal, "for the good of. the world, the 
unive~sally honoured sealmarkof Shivaji;t\le .son: of S.hahaji. 
h waxes apace just like the digit of. the moon, o.f the. first 
day of the bright half of the month, develops frol)l_day 
to day;" This is the very first docu!Ilent of its .kind .so .far . 
discovered. And even though there_is no,doculllent disc_qy
ered so far of any earlier date, there is absolutely _no x:easqn 
to prevent our taking this to be only one of a series tha~ 
might have begun earlier, There: is .e:vidence ·~hat :things 
happened to estrange relations between Shivajt. and .the 
Adilshah ; and the range of time c.overs, from the_ evidence 
before us, nearly two years from .1644 to 1646. The :real 
beginning may well be somewhere abo.ut the rniddle. o.f 164,5, 
The evidence is not quite 'conclusive' as the term goes. 
But to us it seems very nearly conclusive, so. far· ~sat ieast 
the initiation of the idea of Swa~ajya (i.e .. ind~pend<oiiq!) 
is concerned . 

. The association of Rayareshwar with the oath of Swaraj 
is. only based upon that one Io;tter given by Rajwade. But 
it has also that unique syllable 'Ray', signifying royalry, 
which occurs also in the equally important names of 
Rajgad and Rayagad. 'Rajgad', we know, is of Shivaji's: 
own coining. Might he not have, from design, transferred 
the name of Rayareshwar to Rayagad 1 ·- · 

. Murha Rayareshwar forms the boundary line between 
t'he western half of the Vichitragad Taluka i.; the Bhor State 
and the WaiTaluka in the Satara Districtfor about 15 miles~ 

• Patrasara Sangraba. No •. 510. 
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It extends from Ambade in the east to the very edge of the 
Western Ghats. There is an extensive plateau at the top 

Murha Ray~reshwar. The Temple where the Famous Oath was taken, 

varying from about a mile to a furlong in width • . It is well 
kn<?Wn for its b~autiful crop of wheat which is the property 
of the Jangams. They are now almost the sole inhabitants 
of the plateau and the devotees of God Shiva to whom · the 
temple of Rayareshwar is dedicated. 

To reach Rayareshwar one has to get down at Dapke
ghar, about 15 miles from Bhor on the Bhor-Mahad road 
and walk for about 4 miles to Dhanivli just on the fringe 
of the plateau. Two miles more and you are welcomed by 

..,sbe Jangams with the sounds of old-fashioned trumpets or 
~ass·horns, which, by the by, was the oldish way of com-
municating news-signals both joyful and serious. 

The murha is very like a vast hillfort and may well rival 
Rayagad in extent and inaccessibility, at certain points at 
least. But the range is too long to be developed as an 
independent and completely unapproachable or easily 
defensible fort unit. It might have served, however, as a 

H.C.S. 4 
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Mnrha [{ayareshwar, The Pillared Ca,•c, 

training ground for Shivaji's early armies, and one sees an 
attempt at excavating a rock tank in the right hillfort fashion 
in the pillared cave, now called the 'matha' or monastery 
of a monk, qr for want of any realistic history the 'cave of 
the Pandawas' ! . 

The murha is between 4500 and 4700 f~et in height. 
The top is reached by at least 6 different pathways and curi
ously enough, four of them are named after different 
animals, according to the ease or difficulty of ascent. Thus 
Qne is named after sambar or an antelope, another after 
a dog, the third one after a tiger and the fourth after cows. 
The word dara {descent in a valley) is affixed .to the name 
o.f the animal. The word may as well mean. a doorway. 
Two remaining names follow the usual practice adopted i~ 
fans : one is the Ganesh Danvaja and the other Loha or . 
Iron: Darwaja. One is tempted to read much in this seem
iogly minor detail. Rayareshwar is a typical case and must · 
have had enough to do with the early activities of Shivaji .. 
Only one must have a tinge of the imaginative to make the 
whole scene stand before the mind's eye as it must have 
been enacted about three hundred years ago . . 



VII. TI:IE FIRST VICTORY 

The Victory won after a very hard s· ruggle. 
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Shirawal is the head-quarters of Vichitragad Taluka. It 
is also the place, where Shivaji won his first victory over the 
Adilshahi forces. To Shirawal, therefore, we must repair 
now, about 30 miles along the Sa tara road. 

The story is briefly told. It refers to 1648-49 A.D., when 
Shivaji was only eighteen or nineteen years old. Shahaji, 
his father, was then serving in the Karnatak under the 
Bijapur Sultans and somehow (the details need not be told 
here) incurred the displeasure of the party in power. He 
was suddenly arrested and orders were issued to confiscate 
his jahagirs both in the Karnatak and the Maharashtra. 

His elder son, Sambhaji, looked after his possessions in 
the Karnatak and the younger, Shivaji, administered tho.~ 
in the Maharashtra, including the forts of Sinhagad ana 
Purandar. The latter fort was Shivaji's headquarters and 
one Fatehkhan was sent against him, in that direction. Balaji 
Haibattao, Fatehkhan's lieutenant, came as far as Shirawal 
and took possession of the fort. Shivaji despatched a small 
force from Purandar, which started late at night and 
reached Shirawal at dawn only to find that Haibatrao was 
already strongly enttenchedin the fort. Nothing daunted, 
Kawji, the commander of Shivaji's contingent, crossed the 
moat and began to undermine the earthen rampart wall. 
The invading archers took heavy toll of the defenaers, 
rammed down the wall and entered the enclosure through 
breaches by means of ladders and soon overcame the 
occupants in a hand-to-hand fight, which resulted in th< 
death of the enemy commander and the complete vict01, 
of the young representative of the 'rebel' Shahaji. Shivaji 
thus won his spurs and the Adilshahi got the foretaste of 
what was in store for them if they ventured to challenge 
this chip of the old block. 

The army sent against Sambhaji met with no better 
fate and the indomitable courage of both his sons, who at 
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this time showed the rare wisdom of pursuing a common 
policy, went a long way towards securing Shahaji's release 
a nd rehabilitation in royal favour within a few days of his 
arrest. But that is another affair and we can only pay a 
visit to the ancient fo rtalice of Shirawa l (now only a mass 
of debris, mostly the result of the action just described), 
as the proud scene of the earliest victory of Shivaji. 

The Maratha Standard was held high. 



VIII .. THE WHY AND THE WHEREFORE 

It is impossible 'to deal with each and every activity of 
Shivaji in his early days; ·but we have seen enough to con
vince us that the country around Bhor is, in some special 
way, related to Shivaji and his early doings. Why.is it so 1 

For one thing, the Bhor State is contiguou·s to, ·and 
at least a portion of it formed part of, the jahagir of Shahaji, 
described by a number of authorities as lying between_ the 
Bhima and the Neera. This jahagir, s'tudents of History well 
know, formed what may be called the marches or boundary 
between the rival Sultanates o( Ahm~dnagar and Bi;apur. 
It often changed sovereignty, but most probab:y not rh~ 
jahagirdar, and Shahaji continued to enjoy undisputM 
mastery over this troublesome borderland, which was admir
ably suited to be the seedbed of Maratha independence, 
through the instruml'ntality of the jahagirdar's own wn. 

The geographical layout of this territory is another 
contributing factor. Lying contiguous to the Western 
Ghats with their towering heights and deep ravines clad 
with thick jungle, this region is practically inaccessible 
both to the prying eye and to the task forces of the ruling 
authority, which could be held at bay with impunity. 
It is under such natural protection that the budding power 
of Shivaji's nascent Swarafya could grow. 

A glance at the general map of India would bring out 
one more strong point that weighed in favour of this pe" 
of the country. It commands one of the principal highw~ 
between the north and the south, as also between the 
Konkan ports of Chaul, Revdanda in the west and Poona· 
Nagar-Paithan region in the Desh uplands in the east, just 
an ideal position for one whose only hope to prosperity 
lay in taking advantage of the difficulties of the different 
reigning powers of the day, playing them one against the 
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other. Occupying thb key-position Shivaji could obstruct 
·his opponents' lines of communication at will, while secut
ing his own life-line intact, in whatever direction he chose to 
move and strike. This was evidently a very important favour. 
able factor from a military and diplomatic point of view. 

The genius of Shivaji and his associates is by far the 
most important contributory factor of all ; and though the 
natural mountain fastnesses e"isted for ages, those who 
possessed them never dreamt of their potentialities, before 
the rise of the mighty genius in whose scheme of things 
they played their part so well. Feudal principalities in 
the middle ages thrived under the protective power of 
a few· forts or strongholds. Larger kingdoms had fortified 
outposts in outlying districts and on the borderland between 
two independent sovereignties. These were thus either ad
ministrative centres for the surrounding tracts dominated 
by them or defensive outposts in times of warfare and were 
established at suitable places such as fortified hill tops or 
walled towns, according to the needs of the situation. 
Shivaji, however, built up his administra.tive system for 
purposes of offence and of defence, by the construction and 
organization of forts into a regular instrument of resistance, 
And having established himself in the heart of a territory, 
abounding in hills and dales, every peak and plateau of 
which could be converted into a veritable hillfort, he began 
defying the rule of the Bijapur Sultanate, which was alien 
in spirit and dominated by foreigr.ers: This part of the 
territory already had a few forts, of whiCh Shivaji repaired 
some, extended and added to the fortifications of others 
and caused several new ones to be built. He made use of 
these as none else had done before him and enriched by his 
own:experience, he caused a series of forts to be constructed, 
and used them as stepping stones for penetrating deeper 
into the Adilshahi Kingdom and the Mughal Empire. 
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The Bhor State naturally served as the springboard and 
though very little now remains of the former sylvan glory 

SomeshwAr Temple in Aml-adkhind, in sylvan surrounding. 

and the strength of mountain fastnesses on either side of 
the great Sahyadri hills, which proved the grave of many 
an enemy expedition, a chance glance at such a place like 
the Umbarkhind, on the Khopoli.Pali road, still gives 

Umbarkhind. 
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some idea of the holding power and defensive and offensive 
possibilities of the mavals and the murhas. 

Inaccessible to physical aggression, this. part remained 
comparatively free from the morally emasculating influences 
visible in vast north-Indian plains. This was perhaps the 
greatest recommendation,· the region could have, in its 
favour. Though inaccessible and keeping up its independent 
life and tradition to some extent, 'it was fully sensitive to the 
manifold stimuli, given by the foreign Arab and Portuguese 
traders and conquerors to Maharashtra and the western 
coast generally •. It is due to such influences that western 
India remained both alive and self-conscious, while avoiding 
.that deadweight of orthodoxy, which still persists both In 
the northern and southern parts of India. This part was 
consequently admirably suited for the regeneration of the 
Hindu sovereignty. This was the studied opinion of poli • 

. tical· philosophers and idealist saints like Ramdas, who 
frankly stated it in so many words. It was out of deliberate 
choice that he preferred to stay about here, after having 
visited and explored the possibilities of almost all the other 
parts of the vast Indian continent. 



IX. THE GLORY THAT WAS -BHOR 

The Deccan has been inhabited by man from the stonew 
age period and was a flourishing tract when the .curtain 9f 
history is lifted off the ·scene. The antiquity of the Bhqr 
t~rritory goes ba<:k ·adeast as far as the 1st or 2nd century 
n. c. The evidence consists of a number of Buddhist 
caves reminiscent of the great hold that religion had over a 
great part of India. The Buddha Bhikshu was a peripa-tetic 
missionary whom the inclemencies of weather compelled 
to rest during the monsoon months. Rich Jay worshippers, 
genera1ly merchant princes, ·caused spacious .caves to be 
excavated at suitable places along what must have· been 
in those days the much frequented. highways. T'l-VO suclt 
highways pass through the Bhor. territory and both of them 
are marked by the existence of caves. 

One of these, that between the Deccan and the Konkan 
sea-board, particularly the ancient port of Chowl (Symulla 
or Timulla of Ptolemy, A.D. 150 1·, passes through the Sudha
gad Taluka, via the springs of the Kundalini river and the 

Thanala Caves. 
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passes variously named the Waghjai, the Lendi etc. Here are 
found at least two series of these Buddhist excavations, be
sides also a rectangular cell at some distance. The Nadsur or 
Thanala group of caves consists of about eighteen to twenty 
caves, the Nenawli or Khadsambla group of about five or six. 
Both these are within the precincts, or what is called the 
ghera of the Sudhagad.fort and are named after the adjoining 

villages. The single 
rectangular cell at 
Gomashi, much later 
in date, is about six 
miles to the south
west of Nenawli and 
has a Buddha image 
in the hlmmisparsha. 
mudra ( ~fi:r~q'!li+j~T ), 
placed on a platform 
at its farther end. The 
people in their ignor
ance worship it as the 
sage Bhrigu or Amba
rish. But the identity 
of the image is abso
lutely unmistakable 
and the age of the cave 
can be established 
·as about the sixth-

Sudhagad : A Doorway. seventh century A.D., 

· when under the influence of the later Mahayana ·sect, the 
. older Hinayana places of worship were reconditioned for 
use. All the caves in Bhor, other than that at Gomashi, 
belong to the Hinavana Buddhists and consequently are of 
an older date. Those at Thana Ia are · more ornamental 

~ and bear an inscription or two, testifying to the donations 
made towards the construction of some of those·caves. 
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The most important and the largest of the Nadsur 
group (No. 7) has the whole of the wall decorated with the 
Buddhist rail, arch and other mouldings with figures of men, 
women and animals. ·The representation of Gajalakshmi. 
a huge five-headed serpent, and male and female figures 

standing on a fish (Cave 
No. 15) easi1y attract the 
attention of even a lay 
visitor. Here is an expert's 
opinion : Henry Cousens 
remarks that "from the 
general style, coupled with 
the character of the letters 
in the inscriptions. the~ 
absence of all images of 
Buddha, the presence of the 
dagoba as an object of wor
ship, the want of pillars, 
the use ·of wood-work, the 
rail and the very early 
ornament, I think we can
not be far wrong in ascrib
ing to these caves as early 
a date as Bhaja or Kondane 
i. e. about B. c. 200" 
(Archreology of VI/ estern 

Nadsur Caves, A Couple Standing India, No. 12 Page 10). The 
on a Fish. Khadsambla or Nenawli J 

caves are remarkable for the total absence of sculpture, or 
ornament or inscriptions. But anybody can see that they 
bear a great likeness to those at Nadsur, giving rise to a 
suspicion that they have been excavated by the same people 
and at the same time. The lack of ornamentation may be 

. due either to the unsuitability of the rock or to the want 
of time or perhaps money at their disposal. . . . . . . 
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The other highway from Poona to the Southern Maratha 
Country and Karnatak passes via Shirawal and is marked by 
a series of fifteen caves about two miles to the west of 
Shirawal. It is called Pandavadara after the mythical 
Pandava heroes. It is an old Buddhist Vihara of nearly the 
same or even earlier age than that of the Thanala or Nenawli 
caves. The stupa is mistaken for a Shiva-linga and local 
Hindus hold a fair in its honour I To quote from a note by 
Dr. A. S. Altekar written in 1936, "Since there are no traces 

of influence of Maha
yana religion, it is per
missible to conjecture 
that the Buddhists 

. were not occupying 
the. caves after about 
400 A.D. Then they 
must have passed in 
·possession of Hindu 
monks or sadhus. The 
presence of Ganpati,. 
Shivalinga and other 
minor deities show 
that they were used 

Nadsur Caves, A Doorway. as cave-temples by the 
Hindus. The Pandavas have, of course, nothing to do 
with the caves." 

The caves at Shirawal are rather at a lower level and 
subject to the action of rain and mud, and were until 
recently, when they were cleared by an enthusiastic servant 
of the State, practically inaccessible to visitors, though they 
seem to have been examined as early ·as 1854 A.D. by Mr. 
West and others and later by Major H. Lee and probably by 
Burgess. The caves are referred to as 'Layanagiri' in a copper
plate \A·D- 780} of Rashtrakuta kin~ Dhru~a, discovered in 
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the village Virig nearby, in which Shirawal is mentioned 
as 'Shrimal'. 

Now this Ving is referred. to iti. another copper-plate 
of 1079 A:o. and is spoken of as a Mahasthan or great 
seat of religion i.e. a sacred place. One Khambhadeva 
Chalukya who ruled over Shirawal (this time mentioned as 
'Sirivalaya') has given the Mahasthan. as a religious gift. 
The old glory of Ving has passed away ahd we only see 
the ruins of the temples of Rama and Seeta almost in the 
riverbed of the sacred Neera. Judging from the extant 
ruins, the old temple must have been rather grand. The 
somewhat extensive ghat on the bank of the river Neera is 
another indication of the importance of the place. 
Close to this there is a temple of Shiva named Rameshwara 
presumably after its original donor Rama. K undas shown 
iti. the rivP.r bed, named after Rama and Seeta are other 
c.triosities worth a visit. 

These are ancient relics and point to an almost un
broken record of civilization from the good old times. The 
copper-plates afford evfdence of Rashtrakuta and Chalukyan 
rule. And though clear evidence is not forthcoming, we 
may as well take the same fine of indigenous rule continuing 
under the Yadavas. Then came the Muslim conquest in the 
early fourteenth century and though it lasted over 300 years, 
it. was more for~al than real iti the outiying parts, o~ing to · 
tl?.e impenetrable nature of the mountain fastnesses. Finally 
came the reestablishment of Swaraj by Shivaji the Great. 
What is most interesting is that the present ruling family 
are the lineal descendants of that brave hero, wh~ was the 
first to reconquer in 1694 this part of the country. from the 
Imperial Mughal forces in temporary occupation of the land. 
after the unfortunate murder of the ill-fated Sa~bhaji. 



X. AND THIS IS THE CAPITAL 

Bhor is the capital of the Bhor State. [ can find no · 
better words to introduce Bhor to you than the remarks of 
H. E. Sir Leslie Wilson, the then Governor of Bombay, in 
the course of his visit in 1924. "The geographical position 
of Bhor", said His Excellency, "though it may be, in some 
ways, inconvenient owing to its distance from the railway, 
strikes me as being an exceptionally favoured one in 
other respects, situated as it is in a rich ,and beautiful valley, 
with an unfailing supply of good water and a healthy 
climate. The town of Bhor itself, so far as I have been able 
•') see it, reflects great credit. on the Chief. Saheb and all 
"1ose responsible under him for its maintenance, and I am 
particularly struck with the careful planning, as a result 
of which all the state institutions and offices are grouped 
round the neat little square .in front of the palace, thus 
contributing to the convenience of the administration and 
the public alike," 

The R.ajasaheb of Bhor is a man of excellent parts and 
liberal views. He cam~ to the Gadi in August 1922, and ; 
the Dia~onci Jubilee of his age was celebrat~d in 1938 
by the st~te people with due pomp and eclat. He has had 
fortunately the ·experience of extensive European tours to 
his credit and has a great faith in popular institutions. The 
govern~ent is run with the help of an Executive Council 
md the Rajasaheb has in 1942 given consent to a Legislative 
::ouni:il being instituted in his State with an elected 
non-official majority. The elected council is functioning 
satisfactorily, and the prac'tice, , of appointing a minister 
from among the elected members to carry on the work of 
the transferred departments, is regarded as a good beginning 
towards popularising the administration and modernising. 
the educational and other facilities in the State. 
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Along with such entirely modern institutions, Bhor. 
like most other seats of Indian rulers, preserves and improves. 
upon certain best religious-cum-social and cultural traditions 
from the past. Thus the annual state-financed Ramanavaml 
(March-April) :Celebration of Bhor, the religious week 
held sacred in honour of the birth anniversary of Shriram. 
is really a grand occasion for people from far and near. 
It has a continuous history of its own for almost two 
centuries and a half. The reigning person then .gives. 
grants, year after year, to the learned and the skilful, and 
entertains all and sundry to a sumptuous meal by way of 
the mahaprasad, in the right patriarchal fashion of the 
older generations. It is a time of great bustle and. activity 
in the people's life, when the pick of the singers, musicians, 
artists, religiol.IS expounders and even hardy wrestlers and 
other experts, all play their .part and have the only chance 
of proving their worth. It is thus a sort of an omnific 
academy, suited to the semirurallife of the olden. times. 

The anniversay day ( Kartik : October-November). of 
Shri Shankaraji Narayan, the illustrious ·founder of the 
State has been, since 1930, organised into another popular 
festival. More recently it has been brought in line with 
modern requirements, by the institution of a substantial 
prize in the name of Shri Shankaraji Narayan, for the best 
book of the year ( in a prescribed department of literature ), 
which is granted in an open darbar on that day. It is also 
the occasion when studied speeches from the recipients of 
the prize and other learned invitees, are arranged for the 
benefit of the people. 

All roads in the State, in this way, start from and lead 
to Bhor, the State capital from 1740 A. D. This is physi
c;llly true of three out of the five Talukas, which combine 
to form the State, comprising over five hundred villages and 
nine hundred square miles of extremely hilly country, only 
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about one-fifth of which is somewhat of a plane tract; It is 
in this latter part, the rich and fertile valley of the river 
.Neera, that this modern capital is situated within sight of 
the now worldfamous Bhatghar dam and the extensive Lake 
Whiting. Bhor, though comparatively small in extent, is 
yet, with an individuality of its own, being progressively 
developed into the educational and industrial metropolis of 
a r;ural population of over seven lakhs of• hardy people. 
Not far from Poona, the historical and cultural centre of 
Maharashtra, it comes under the .irresistible civilizing 
influence of modern city life and is closely connected witq, 
thlt city by an efficient bus service, plying many times a day. 
Bhor can thus boast of a number of good middle class 
fa,;,ilies and merchants, a Municip~lity, a Library, and an 
~x~ellent High School, scouting and other activities and a 
wellkept Museum, all prospering under the fostering care 
md patronage of the enlightened ruler. 

The State Museum has entries of all departments such 
as coins, paintings, illustrated manuscripts, copperplates and 
other art curiosities. Lying within the very area with the 
almost unique historical background formi~g the subject
matter of these chapters, the museum has great possibilities 
of developing a good historical collection of local memen. 
toes of the glorious past. The hills and jungles of Bhor, 
which naturaily abound in wild animals, thU:s provide not 
only ari excellent hunting ground for Nature's game, but 
for substantial historical research as well. ·-

Of all the buildings that reflect the discriminating tastes 
·of the present ruler, the palace, which was considerably 
rebuilt in 1870 and has been repaired from time to time, 
'is by far the object of general attraction, housing as it 
does, the central shrine of Shriram, the family deity of the 
ruling line, the residence of the Raja Saheb, the darbar 
hall, the museum and a number of important government 

H. C. S. 5 
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offices. The grand entrance is remarkable and even a 
casual visitor gets an indelible impression of the association 
of the State with the historical rast, fro n two glass cases, 
each exhibiting a well arranged collection of old· assorted 
weapons and missiles. From the open courtyard you see· 
the flagpost on the palace, flying the traditional Bhagwa 
Zenda, the old national standard of the Marathas, which 

The Bhagwa Zenda on the Bhor Pa1ac~. 

transports you at once to the good old days, which this 
book helps you to visualise. 

. Now you are practically at t_l~e journe(s end. Yo~ 
started from Poona and are now m Bhor tn the august" 
presence of the standard of Shivaji the Great. From here 
you can as well take your leave and go home with a heart 
full of that tercentenary inspiration whic\ will always 
remain with you, narr.ely that three hundre~ years ago, 

. "HERE CAME SW ARAJ ". 



XI. A PROGRAMME FOR SIGHTSEERS 

Life is not mere history and to the varied elements in 
the teaming population of Poona and elsewhere, looking 
for so:ne temporary escape from their life of ~outine and 
drudgery, Bhor Stat! affords goJd opportunities for holiday
making. It is n:>t possib!e to give any minute details, as 
these. can easily be gathered fro.n other sources. Here is 
subjoined only a tentative list arranged' alphabetically and 
with a few indicative .cursory notes, to enable the inclinable 
reader to ma~ce his choice. 

Party equipped for a historical trip to hill forts. The dal or the wickerwork 
conveyance used in going up the hill is·conspicuous in the photograph. 

This, it should be remembered, does not claim to 
exhaust all the trip possibilities in the State and one should 
be glad to learn of more and better discoveries by discern
ing connoisseurs. Tl;lis is again, n(,)t by any means, an 
inventory of beauty-spots only. It includes a number 
of 'historical places, which could not be referred to in previ
ous chapters for obvious reasons, and also places of interest 
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from even other points of view. Bhor Stat~ has not, so 
far, got any Gazetteer whatever, on the lines of the leuned 
district Gazetteers for the British tertitory. The informa. 
tion put together in this chapter has had, therefore, to be 
culled from various oral and other sources and is bound 
to be rather incomplete. The directions and distances are 
unavoidably approximate and the lines of approach may 
perhaps vary. 

· Ambadkhind: Or Vishrarnghat, about 8 miles to the 
south (-east) of Bhor; a khind or hillgap on the Bhor-Wai 
footpath, discovered and developed into a summer residence 
for the rulers of Bhor since 18M; fine scenery, copious 
watcrsupply. lhere is an annachhatra and dharmashalf. 
for casual visitors. Verulcshwar or Someshwar, a Shiva 
temple in jungle surroundings, and the famous Mandhar. 
dcvi or Kalubai tcmpl.! are both within 2 miles from the 
bungalow, on opposite sides. (British Territory). 

Mrmclhardcvi Trmplc. 

Ambavda : The Samadhi (to:nb) of Slue.! Shankardji 
Narayan, the founder of the Bhor State, who died in 
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1712 A. D. ; about 9 miles to the south. (-\Vest) of Bhor; 
motorable road. 

The old temple of Shree Nagnath is the family deity of 
the Jedhes of Kari, the intitnate associates of Shahaji and 
Shivaji ; a typical specimen of water-engineering. 

Asare: An important temple of Vireshwar; only 
about 2 miles to t~e north of Nadsur, which is about 
.8 miles to the north-east of Pali ( Sudhagad T.) 

Baneshwar: Jungle god in jungle surroundings·; about 
a mile of motorable road from Nasrapur (Vichitragad T.); 
pleasant and copious water-supply, with the ingenious 
water-engineering, usual in these parts ; said to be built by 
)adashivrao Bhau, the hero of Panipat. There is a big 

·Portuguese bell in the temple (•cast in-'1683 ). · There are 
uins of an old building nearby, which are said to be of 
those of an old wada of Shrimant Peshwas, an indication 
that Baneshwar was a favourite resort of the Peshwas. 

Bhatghar Dam : Enclosing Lake Whiting, only 2 miles 
from.Bhor. 

Cheladi: Memorial Pillar, commemorating the tercen
tenary of the initiation of Swarajya or Maratha sovereignty, 
in 1645 A. D. ; at . the . crossroads to Nasra,pur; about 
22 miles from Poona on· the Poon·a-Bangal9re road ; a 
mile and.a half to"the east of Nasrapur ( Vichitragad T.) 

Dapsar : A small village given_ credit by tradition for 
the excellent water that was taken to Rayagad (about 12 
miies to the sout!J.) for_ Shiv~ji's own use; . about 15 miles 
to"the northwest of Velhe (Prachandgad T.) 

- Daramandap: The topm~st ·gap. thr~ugh which= the 
Mahad road descends into the Varandhghat; sounds like 
.dwar-mandap or the porch in the gateway, from which a 
-visitor can have a. commanding view of both the. Konkan 
and the Desh. 
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Dhondase: At the foot of fort Sudhagad; the 
Thanala caves can be approached via this village, about 
7 miles to the north-east of Pali ( Sudhagad T ). 

Gomashi: A rectangular cell with the image of 
Buddha in the bhumisparshamudra ; about 12 miles· to the 
south-east .of Pali (Sudhagad T.). 

'nirdo~hi·: An active ~illage about 15 miles. to the 
west of Bhor ·a.n the Mahad road; the~e is a plinth for- a 
conte!Y!plated l)lemorial to Shivaji the Great. 
. Kedareshwar: A very old Shiva temple, in Shirawal 

( Vichitragad T. \, 
Kelada : A place of old annachhatra, on · the ghat 

road; in Gunjanmaval, about 12 miles to the southwest o! 
Vel he ( Pranchandgad T. ). 

Khadsambla : Buddhistic caves, also approachable 
from Nenawli (see Nenawli ). 

Khamgao~: A place of annacchatr~ on the old path
way to Poona; about 9 miles to the northeast of Velhe 
(Prachandgad T.). 

Murha Rayareshwar : An extensive plateau, famed 
for the Shiva temple where the oath of Hinclavi Swarajya 
is said to have been taken by Shivaji and his young friends 
( see Chapter VI '· The Marathi inscription in the temple 
seems to refer to repairs done i~ 1805 A. o. ( 1) 

Nadsur : Buddhistic ·caves, also approachable from 
Thanala ( see Thanala ). 

Neerabav: The ·well from which the river Neera 
is supposed to take its rise ; near Shirgaon just before the~ 
Varandh ghat on the Bhor.Mahad road begins. The 
inscription on the well mentions Shaka year corresponding 
to 1788-89 A. o. 

Nenawli: Buddhistic caves of·the 1st or 2nd century 
B. c., also approachable from Khadsambla ; about 12 miles 
to the southeast of Pali (Sudhagad T.). 
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Pali : Welt-known. for Sarasgad, a hillfort, and the 
Ganpati temple of Ballaleshwar, one of the Ashtavinayaks 
or the eight important templeseats of God Ganesh, tradition
ally invested with special sanctity. The temple ·of Pali 
was built by Morobadada Fadnis, evidently sometime be
tween 1775 to 1800 A. o. Pali is the, ~dministrative head
quarters of the Sudhagad Taluka. 

Pandavdara : Buddhistic group of caves of the Hina
yana period I 1st or 2nd century B. c. ), about 2 . miles to 
the west of Shirawal ( Vichitragad T. ). 

Par~aon : Petty rock-excavations, about 7 miles to the 
south of Shirawal (Vichitragad T.\ on the Satara road. 

Prachand~ad or Torna : Hill fort ( see Chapter IV ). 

: Prachandgad. A peculiar provi,ion in one pert of the parapet wall- supporting 
r.tonc ~labs jutting out of the rdmpart as rests for the a.rchc" or J:Unncn. 

Raj~ad : Hillfort (see Chapter III). 

~ . Rameshwar : Hilltop . temple with jungle scenery, 
6 miles from Pali ( Sudhagad Taluka); not to be con
fo~~d~d with Uddar Rameshwar, which is in Uddhar below. 
I 
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Ranze : A temple with water engineering like that at 
Baneshwar, caused to be constructed by one Mairal, a Diwan 
of the Holkars; 7 miles to the north of Nasrapur {Rajgad T.) 
and very near Kondhanpur; the village is referred to in 
one of the earliest order letters bearing the seal of Shivaji,. 
dated 28 Jan. 1646 A.D. · 

Rayareshwar: The· same . as lt1rtrha Rayareshwar 
( see Cha.pter VI ) . . 

Rohida or Vichitnigad : Hillfort (sec Chapter V ). 

Sarasgad : Hillfort : a very small specimen of a 
hilt fortification or. rather outpost, without the usual 
Balekilla. Often mentioned along with Sudhagad; verv 
near Pali (Sudhagad T.). 

Sara~gad , Pa\i. 

Shirgaon: The source of the river Neera; see Neerbav 
( Vichitragad T. ) 

Shirwal: . The capital of Vichitragad Taluka; the 
seat of an important thana in the Bijapur Kingdom, with 
a landfort named Subha1Jma11gal now in ruins ; there are 
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two maths or monasteries said to belong to the . Ramdas 
tradition ; the place of the first victory of Shivaji described 
in Chapter III. It is referred to in old copperplates as 
' Shrimal ' in 780 A. D. and 1 Sirivalaya ' in 1079 A. D. 

Sarasgad, Pali A Postern Gate. 

Shivthar : A natural cavern _to _the north of Majheri, 
in the Bri_tish territory ( Mahad Taluka, Kolaba District), 
on the Bhor-Mahad road, just on 'the border of the State 
and the Mahad Talu.ka. Th_e giwlai, as the cavern is called, 
is a natural cave carved out by the action of : water, in 
which the_ great saint Ramdas wrote out the immortal 
'Dasabodha' or the precepts of the devotee. 

Siddheshwar: A spacious Shiva temple about 2 miles 
IIJrom Pali ( Sudhagad T. ), said to have been built by the 
Peshwas. 

Sudbagad Fort: HilJfort, about 8 miles to the east of 
Pali (Sudhagad T.). Has a very extensive surrounding jungle. 
containing the Buddhist caves at Thanala and Nenawali. 
It is said that Naro Mukund, Shankaraji Narayan's father, 
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was rewarded with the sabnishi of this fort by Shivaji in 
1648, for his bravery. Shri Bhorai is·the principal temple. 

Shil"thar, The Cavern of Ramd~~. 

Thanala: Buddhistic caves, of 1st or 2nd century 
D. c., also approachable from Nadsur; about 8 miles to the 
cast of Pali ( Sudhagad T. ). 

Tikona : Hill fort, otherwise named Vitandgad; with 
temples of Shri Tryambakcshwar and Shri Tuljai; about 7 
miles to the north-west of Kolvan ( Pounmaval T.) and 
only 3 miles from fort Tunga. 

Torna or Prachandgad : Hillfort ( see Chapter IV ). 
Tun~a : Hi1\fort, otherwise named Kathingad, with 

a temple of Shri T ungai; about 10 miles 'to the north we~ 
of Kelvan ( Pounmaval T. }. ·: · · · -

Uddhar : Natural lukewarm water springs, about 5 
miles from Pali ( Sudhagad T. ). . 

Umbarkhind : The ~ite of a· dccisi~e victory for 
Shivaji over Kartalabkhan and Raibagin, . two of Shahista
khan's trusted lieutenants, on ind February i661: A.~. 



Shivthar : The Mnruti imnge recently 'put in to 
CO:-.\mcmor<'lle the h£\bitation of Saint Ramdn~. 

Fort Tunga: The Doorway, showing the 
prt'cipitous flight of stoneMcps, ....1 

'·" 
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The Mughal army was crushingly defeated and was glad t<> 
purchase safety for a heavy ransome. 

Umbarkhind is the name of a precipitous mountain-pass 
descending down from the heights of the Maval Taluka 
(Poona Dist.) into the lowlands of the Pen Taluka (Kolaba 
Dist.). Though the pass is actually outside the limits of the 
Bhor State, lt is only within a few, hundred yards of the 
boundary line and the battlefi.eld ·must have evidently 
extended to within the limits of the S·Jdhagad Taluka for 
a considerable distance and thus covered extensive• ground, 
now included in the Pen and the Sudhagad Talukas. 
Visito;s can branch o!f to the east, about the 15th mile. 
stone, from the Pa!i-Khopoli road, and within 5 minutes can 
have a good view of the Umbarkhind before them, 

Unhera : Natural hot water ( 112'F.) springs in the 
adjoining British territory (Pen Taluka, Kolaba District). 
only a mile from Pali ( Sudhgad T. ). 

Usar: Hilltop temple of Shri Varadayini, the Gcddess 
of the Sachivs. With the usual jungle surroundings; flow
ing water even in hot summer; · 3 miles from Pali (Sudha
gad Taluka). 

· Vagheshwar: Old Shiva temple about 5 miles from 
Kolvan in the Pounmaval Taluka. With a big Portuguese 
bell ; a pond nearby produces blue lotuses; a raritY in this 
part of the country. 

Vichitragad or Rohida : Hillfort (see Chapter V ). 
Ving : A village on the Neera, ·about two miles t<>1 

the west of Shirawal, referred to as Mahasthana in copper
plates of 9th and 11th centuries •. It h~s a .Shiva temple and 
ruins of temples and ghats indicating the existence of a 
sacred place in old times and a number of virgals. (Br. T.) 

Vir Dam : A subsidiary dam on the Neera:river ; about 
9 miles t<> the east of Shirawal {Vichitragad T.). (Br. T.) 
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